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ABSTRACT

DATA ABSTRACTION METHOD FOR MODEL CHECKING OF REAL-TIME
SYSTEMS

Dursun, Mustafa
Ph.D., Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor

: Prof. Dr. Semih Bilgen

February 2015, 56 pages

Model checking consists of automatic techniques for verifying whether a specified
formal property holds for a specific state in a given finite-state model of a system.
A major limitation of model checking arises in modeling infinite state systems. This
limitation is the main obstacle for model checking of real time systems, due to the
need for verifying real time constraints and the necessity of considering infinite data
domains. Timed automata models are used to successfully cater for temporal behavior
in modeling real time constraints. Abstracting infinite data sets with finite representations is mandatory for feasibility of model checking. In this study, we present an
abstraction method for data which is collectively produced by a set of concurrent,
asynchronous and periodic tasks in a real time system. The proposed method maps
the infinite data domain to a finite one by taking temporal dependencies into account,
and models the data with a finite state automaton. Proof of concept is provided with a
case study that implements the proposed technique on a multi-sensor data aggregation
problem.

Keywords: Formal Verification, Model checking, Data Abstraction, Timed Automata
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ÖZ

GERÇEK ZAMANLI SİSTEMLERİN MODEL DENETİMİ İÇİN VERİ
SOYUTLAMA YÖNTEMİ

Dursun, Mustafa
Doktora, Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi

: Prof. Dr. Semih Bilgen

Şubat 2015 , 56 sayfa

Model irdeleme, sonlu durum sistemlerinin doğrulanmasında, sistem modeli ve biçimsel özellikler kullanılarak belli bir durumda belli bir özelliğin geçerli olup olmadığının sistematik biçimde irdelenmesini sağlayan otomatik teknikleri içerir. Model irdelemenin başlıca sınırlaması sonsuz durumlu sistemlerin modellenmesinde ortaya çıkmaktadır. Bu sınırlama, gerçek zaman kısıtlamalarının doğrulanması ve sonsuz veri tanım kümelerinin göz önünde bulundurulması zorunluluğundan dolayı, model irdelemenin gerçek zamanlı sistemlerde uygulanabilmesi için esas engeldir. Zamanlı otomatlar zamansal davranış üzerindeki gerçek zaman kısıtlarının modellenmesinde başarıyla kullanılmaktadır. Sonsuz veri kümelerinin soyutlanarak sonlu betimlenmesi model irdelemenin uygulanabilirliği bakımından zorunludur. Bu çalışmada,
eşzamanlı, asenkron ve periyodik bir görev kümesi tarafından müşterek olarak üretilen veri için bir soyutlama yöntemi sunulmaktadır. Önerilen yöntem ile, üretilen
verilerin zamansal bağımlılıkları dikkate alınarak sonsuz bir veri tanım kümesi sonlu
bir veri tanım kümesi ile eşlenmekte, ve veri bir sonlu durum otomatı ile modellenmektedir. Önerilen yöntemin uygulanabilirliği, çok algılayıcı bir sistemde veri bütünleştirme problemi üzerinde gösterilmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Biçimsel Doğrulama, Model İrdeleme, Veri Soyutlama, Zamanlı
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Formal verification aims to prove or disprove the correctness of the design of a system
described in a mathematical formalism according to a property or a set of properties.
Formal verification with model checking techniques are based on models describing the system behavior in a mathematically precise and unambiguous manner, and
formalizing the property to be checked [1]. Given a finite-state model of a system
and a formal property, model checking aims to systematically determine whether this
property holds for (a given state in) that model [1]. Prerequisites of model checking
are formal specification of the system behavior with a finite state model, and formal
specification of the properties to be checked with a property specification language.
A model checking technique explores the mathematical model of the system exhaustively, and checks all explored states of the system model in order to prove that a
given property is satisfied. The applicability of model checking is limited by the
requirement that system behavior be modeled by a finite number of states.
In a real-time system the correctness of system behavior depends not only on the correctness of the output, but also the time at which the output is produced [3]. A task
is the primary unit of computation in a real-time system. A task performs computation on inputs to produce computational results conveyed to the physical world as
system outputs or to other tasks as inputs. The computation time of a task is finite and
response time is the elapsed time from the task release time to the finishing time of
computation [4]. Computational results of a task depend on the temporal constraints
on the task such as the response time and specified deadlines. Therefore, both data
and temporal characteristics have to be specified in the formal model of a real time
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system to apply model checking. Real-time constraints and multivalued data variables over an infinite domain [7] necessitate the use of finite abstract system models
for model checking, which obstructs the applicability of model checking for real time
systems. Therefore, specification of time and data in the system model necessitates
abstraction to construct finite abstract system model.
Modeling the timeliness of a system is possible with timed modeling formalisms,
which are augmented with clocks to express timeliness. The problem of infiniteness
caused by specification of time has two aspects. Firstly, specification of time has to
be finite and progress of time must be restricted by some conditions [14]. Since realtime systems have bounded response time, period, computation time and deadline, it
is possible to restrict progress of time in system model with bounded and finite clock
variable values. Secondly, even if the progress of time is restricted in the system
model, exploring global states of system by taking timeliness into account may cause
infiniteness. Timed automata [9], a well-accepted model for representing and analyzing real-time systems, presents a solution to this problem by using region graph
construction [10]. Region graph construction abstracts behaviors of timed automata
by constructing a finite automaton, region automaton.
The problem of infiniteness caused by specification of data over infinite domain in
the system model requires data abstraction [11]. Data abstraction maps the concrete
data values to abstract data values over a finite domain according to an abstraction
mapping. In real time systems data values depend on the real time constraints of the
system, therefore data has to be abstracted according to the temporal dependencies.
These dependencies are complex when concurrency and asynchrony exist
Real time systems are usually highly concurrent and asynchronous, and some computational results are collectively produced by a set of concurrent, asynchronous and
periodic tasks, which process input data from different sources via a common operation. Due to concurrency and asynchrony, out of order execution of tasks is possible.
If collective execution of the task set is not order independent, out of order execution
of tasks lead to the out of sequence processing of input data, hence task functionality may be severely degraded. For reliable model checking, the finite state system
model must correctly represent such temporal characteristics of concurrent and asyn-
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chronous tasks over infinite data domains.

1.1

The Objective of the Study, Research Questions and Scope of the Study

The objective of this study is to propose a data abstraction method for infinite domain
data collectively generated by a set of concurrent, asynchronous and periodic tasks in
a real time system. Hence, the two fundamental research questions to be addressed
are:
1. Determination of an abstract set of data values;
2. Constructing a mapping between concrete data values and the determined abstract data set, preserving model characteristics for model checking.
The proposed method abstracts data from an infinite concrete domain according to a
categorization of “usefulness”. Hence the abstract data domain consists of two values;
acceptable and erroneous. While acceptable data value represents no degradation in
usefulness of data generated by a set of multiple concurrent producers, that is, computational results of a concurrent set of tasks, erroneous data value represents degraded
usefulness of the produced data. To determine the usefulness of the computational
result of a task set, characteristics of the common operations that the set of tasks set
perform to generate the computational result is important. If the common operation
of the task set is not order independent, than the process sequences of the input data
in the task set affect usefulness of the computational result. Concurrency and asynchrony of the task set lead to the possibility of out of sequence data processing, which
causes degradation in the usefulness of the computational result. On the other hand,
having mechanisms to provide resiliency against out of sequence data processing to
eliminate the degradation in the usefulness of computational result is a requirement
of real time systems [6]. In this study, we restrict the scope of the abstraction method
to systems that have mechanisms to eliminate degradation in the usefulness of computational results when in sequence input data is processed in correct sequence. In
this respect, abstraction method maps concrete data domain to abstract data domain
according to the execution order of tasks and thereby input data process sequences.
3

While out of sequence process of input data causes erroneous data value, acceptable
data value is acquired by in sequence process of input data.
Using execution order of tasks in the abstraction mapping enables removing absolute
time and input data values from the system model. On the other hand, this mapping requires specification of execution orders of tasks, thereby input data process
sequences, according to the abstract data values in the system model. Therefore, a
relation between abstract data values and input data process sequence has to be defined according to the common operation characteristic that is performed by the task
set. Since the computational result is produced by periodic real time tasks and common operation has mechanisms to eliminate degradation in usefulness, it is possible
to specify execution orders of tasks with finite states and transitions according to the
abstraction mapping. Data abstraction method abstracts the computational result data
with finite state automaton whose states represents the usefulness of computational
result and input data process sequences according to the usefulness of computational
result.

1.2

Organization of the Document

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 briefly reviews
the relevant literature. Chapter 3 describes the reference system model and sequentialization of concurrency in the system model into the input data process sequences in
the first section. The proposed data abstraction mapping and algorithm is introduced
in the section of Chapter 3. That chapter also presents a rigorous analysis of certain
properties of and relations between the constituents of the proposed method. Chapter
4 is devoted to a case study that illustrates implementation of the proposed abstraction
technique in the context of a multi-sensor data aggregation problem. Finally, Chapter
5 concludes the dissertation and summarizes the contributions and limitations of this
research. Possibilities for further study are also provided in this chapter.
After the bibliography, three appendices which consist of (A) data abstraction algorithm procedures are presented.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1

Real-Time Systems

A real-time system is a computer system whose correctness depends not only on the
output, but also the time at which the output is produced [3]. Real-time systems
are inherently concurrent because they have to model the parallelism that exists in
the real-world objects that they are monitoring and controlling [5]. Many real-time
systems are reactive to control factories, plants, transportation systems, cars, and a
wide variety of everyday objects. To achieve this, a real-time system collects data
and produces results about the state of controlled object, then generates actuation
commands according to the produced results to control the state of controlled object.
The state of controlled object is defined by state variables.
A real-time system is usually modeled as a set of concurrent tasks [4]. Each task represents a computation that needs to be performed according to a set of resources and
timing constraints [4]. A task is described by timing parameters. Release time is the
time instant at which a task becomes ready for execution [3]. Computation time is the
time necessary to complete task’s computation without any interruption. Completion
or finishing time is the time instant at which the task’s computation is completed. Response time is the length of time from release time to the completion time. Deadline
is the time instant by which computation of a task is required to be completed. The
tasks in a real time system have different types such as periodic, sporadic and aperiodic. The tasks which are executed repeatedly at regular intervals can be modeled as
periodic tasks. On the other hand, tasks responding external events can be modeled
5

as sporadic or aperiodic. A periodic task is characterized as a sequence of jobs. A job
is a task instance scheduled and executed in each period on different data.
In many real-time systems, tasks communicate via shared data. Producer and consumer tasks are synchronized if they are constrained to execute in a particular order.
On the other hand, if there is no constraint about the execution orders of tasks, each
producer task places the data generated by it in a shared address space to be used by
the consumer task at any time [3].
The behavior and outputs of a real-time system depends on the accuracy of the computed state variable values of controlled objects. The increasing jitter in release times
and variation in execution times of the tasks computing state variables defers the computation of state variable values, and causes usage of old values of state variable by
consumer tasks. Moreover, the asynchrony and concurrency of consumer tasks may
result in out of order executions, which causes update of state variables with older
information. In these situation, the accuracy of state variables degrades. For hard
real time systems, the degradation in the accuracy of state variables causes failures.
In contrast, in soft real time systems the degradation in the accuracy can be tolerated
according to the usefulness of state variables. However, this situation requires taking
the usefulness of state variables into account for the system behavior.

2.2

Formal Verification and Model Checking

Formal verification consists in proving or disproving the correctness of the design
of a system described in a mathematical formalism [1]. Model checking [2] is a
collection of automatic techniques for verifying finite-state concurrent systems that,
given a finite-state model of a system and a formal property, systematically checks
whether this property holds for (a given state in) that model [1]. Formal verification
with model checking techniques are based on models describing the system behavior
in a mathematically precise and unambiguous manner, and formalizing the property
to be checked [1]. A model checking technique explores the mathematical model of
the system exhaustively, and checks all explored states of the system model in order
to prove that it satisfies a given property.
6

There are two prerequisites of model checking: Formal specification of the system behavior with a formal model, and formal specification of the properties to be checked
with a property specification language. Formal modeling of system behavior is a
challenging task and decisive about the success of formal verification. The system
models are mostly expressed using finite-state automata, consisting of a finite set of
states and a set of transitions [1]. Some of the most important modeling formalisms
are guarded command language [16], and process algebra [17, 18]. In addition to the
modeling of the system behavior, the properties that are to be verified has to be specified in a formal logic. Temporal logic is a formal logic which has a a high degree of
expressiveness for reactive and concurrent systems [27]. The main operators of temporal logic are eventually and always. Temporal logic enables to specify reachability,
liveliness, safety, and fairness properties. Temporal logic has two main classifications: Linear temporal logic (LTL) [28], Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [46] and
CTL* [47], which subsumes both LTL and CTL. LTL is based on a linear-time perspective; a computation is viewed as a linear sequence with only one possible state at
each moment of time. On the other hand, CTL is based on branching-time perspective; a computation is viewed as a tree sequence with many possible states at each
moment of time. Basic temporal modalities of temporal logic include eventually, 3,
and always,  operators. LTL adds two basic temporal operators next, O, and until,

U . CTL includes additional temporal operators to allow the expression of branching;
existential quantifier, ∃, and a universal quantifier, ∀.
Model checking technique is basically an algorithmic approach in which the properties of system are checked if they are satisfied in all states of the system model.
Different property specification languages and modeling formalisms requires different model checking algorithms. The main and common obstacle of model checking
is state explosion problem. The number of states of a system model can be enormous
[15] because of concurrency and asynchrony. For a system consisting of multiple
processes with finite states without any synchronization, the number of global states
is the product of state numbers of all processes. State explosion problem is an important issue in model checking of asynchronous and concurrent systems. Moreover,
software and hardware systems are data-dependent, and contains multivalued variables. Specification of multivalued variables in a system model increases the number
7

of global states exponentially if the variables are bounded and causes state explosion
problem. Finally, specification of time for the verification of timed systems are more
complex than verification of untimed systems, resulting state explosion problem. To
avoid the state explosion problem several methods are developed for model checking
algorithms. Symbolic model checking with binary decision diagrams (BDD) [29] is
a method to fight with state explosion problem by representing the system states with
binary decision diagram instead of a transition system. Another method is the partial
order reduction, which tackle with the state space explosion in concurrent systems
with asynchronous components. The concurrency and asynchrony makes different
execution orderings of transitions possible. On the other hand, if transitions are independent different orderings does not affect the outcome. Partial order reduction
method observes the independence of transitions and ignores the transitions which
gives the same outcome. Counterexample-guided abstraction refinement [30] is another method for tackling the state explosion problem. Abstraction is another method
of reducing the size of state space of the system model to tackle the state explosion
problem. Abstraction takes a model and replaces the states of system model with
abstract states according to an abstraction mapping and constructs an abstract model.
Existential abstraction [31], computes an upper approximation of the original model.
When a specification in the temporal logic is true in the abstract model, it will also be
true in the concrete design. However, if the specification is false in the abstract model,
the counterexample may be the result of some behavior in the approximation which
is not present in the original model. When this happens, it is necessary to refine the
abstraction so that the behavior which caused the erroneous counterexample is eliminated. The main contribution of [9] is an efficient automatic refinement technique
which uses information obtained from erroneous counterexamples. The refinement
algorithm keeps the size of the abstract state space small due to the use of abstraction
functions which distinguish many degrees of abstraction for each program variable.
Bounded model checking [32] is another method, which exploits fast Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers to search for counterexamples of bounded length [15].
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2.3

Model Checking of Real-Time Systems

For model checking of real time systems, the timed modeling formalisms are necessary to formalize the timeliness of a system, and they are augmented with clocks
to express timeliness. Some of the most important modeling formalisms for timed
systems are timed process algebra [19], time petri nets (TPN) [21], and timed (TA)
[8, 9]. TPN is very useful for modelling of a wide range of real-time systems including work-flow processes, scheduling problems and others [22]. In TPN, each
transition is associated with a clock that records the time lapse since it was last enabled. On the other hand, unbounded TPN are too expressive and are hence unsuitable
for automatic verification, which means that most of the verification approaches are
limited to bounded nets [22]. Timed automata (TA) [8, 9] are a well-accepted model
for representing and analyzing real-time systems. TA are as expressive as bounded
Petri net based models. TA forms an extension of finite automata with dense time
clocks and enables one to specify real-time systems. A combination of an easily understandable syntax and semantics together with the support for C-like constructs and
data structures makes TA a widely applicable and successful approach to modeling
and verification of time dependent systems [22].
Timed automata are now widely used to model real-time systems. To specify properties of timed automata, the most used branching-time temporal logic is TCTL, Timed
Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) [9, 12]. TCTL is a real-time variant of CTL aimed
to express properties of timed automata. The main difficulty of the TCTL modelchecking problem is that a transition system with uncountably many states has to be
analyzed [1]. To solve this problem, region graph construction [10] is widely used.
Region graph construction constructs the region automaton, which is finite and suitable to apply ordinary model checking techniques. On the other hand, the number
of states of the region automaton can increase exponentially. Model checking of
timed automata is supported by tools like Kronos [23], UPPAAL [24], RED [25], and
CMC [26]. These tools support timed automata, TCTL, and construction of region
automata. They treat clock variables differently from discrete state variables and use
specialized data structures to represent clock regions in order to suppress exponential
increase in the number of states of the region automaton [13]. On the other hand,
9

some of these tools, such as KRONOS, does not allow variables, which makes tool
unsuitable for data operations.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA ABSTRACTION METHOD

3.1

Reference System Model

In this study we consider real-time systems that consist of concurrent periodic realtime tasks.In this study we consider real-time systems that consist of concurrent periodic real-time tasks. A task, τi is a tuple hIi , Ti , φi , Pi , Ci i, where I is a task identifier,
T is a bounded procedure, P is the period, φ is the release offset of the task with respect to the minimum release time of the task set, and C is the worst case execution
time of the task. A task periodically executes T , and each periodic execution of a task
is called a job (Jij ), where Jij denotes execution of τi in the j th period. A task is a
sequence of jobs, τi = {Jij }∞
j=0 .
A task set T is the set of N periodic real-time tasks, which are related through a
collectively performed system function to produce a computational result in its procedure T . A task set is a concurrent composition of the tasks and jobs belonging to
tasks. Therefore, it is possible to express a task set as a composition of N tasks:

j ∞
j ∞
T = {J1j }∞
j=0 ||{J2 }j=0 ||...||{JN }j=0

(3.1)

The execution orders of jobs in a task set depend on the period and release offset of
the tasks. To involve the temporal properties, we define the task set as a sequence
of jobs by using unit impulse as described in expressions 3.2, where k represents the
involvement of temporal properties. A member of the sequence in the nth index or
11

order is represented as Tn (k).
T (k) =J10 δ(k − φ1 ) + J11 δ(k − P1 − φ1 ) + J12 δ(k − 2P1 − φ1 ) + ...
+ J20 δ(k − φ2 ) + J21 δ(k − P2 − φ2 ) + J22 δ(k − 2P2 − φ2 ) + ...
...
+ JN0 δ(k − φN ) + JN1 δ(k − PN − φN ) + JN2 δ(k − 2PN − φN ) + ...
(3.2)

T (k) =

N X
∞
X

Jij δ(k − jPi − φi )

(3.3)

i=1 j=0

In many systems jobs exhibit release time jitter over some range [3]. Release time
jitter may cause different execution orders of jobs in a task set. In the task set, a job
(Jij ) of a task (τi ) becomes enabled at time jPi + φi . On the other hand, release time
jitter may delay the execution of Jij until the next period of the task, i.e. release time
jitter (rji,j ) of each job of τi has a range [0, Pi − Ci ], leading to multiple execution
sequences of jobs. Expression 3.4 describes the task set as a sequence of jobs when
0

release time of jobs is jittered, where rji,j represents an exact value for release time
jitter of Jij .

0

T (k) =

N X
∞
X

0

Jij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

(3.4)

i=1 j=0

Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the execution order of the jobs in a task set, T1 ,
consisting of two tasks, τ1 and τ2 in a duration [t0 , t0 + φ1 + 3P1 ). The periods of
tasks are equal and φ1 is smaller than φ2 . Figure 3.1 shows the execution of jobs
when the release time is not jittered in the task set. The execution sequence of jobs is
J10 , J20 , J11 , J21 , J12 , J22 . On the other hand, Figure 3.2 shows the execution orders of the
jobs when the release time is jittered in the task set. The release time jitter of all jobs
is zero except from the release time jitter of second job of τ1 , rj1,1 is between φ2 − φ1
and P1 − C1 . The release time jitter of j1,1 causes a different execution sequence
of jobs; J10 , j20 , J21 , J11 , J12 , J22 . With all possible release time jitter values, there exist
eight different execution sequences of jobs in the duration [t0 , t0 + φ1 + 3P1 ).
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τ1

P1

φ1

τ2

P1
P2

φ2

P2

Figure 3.1: Example of two periodic tasks without any release time jitter
rj1,1

τ1

P1

φ1

τ2

φ2

P1
P2

P2

Figure 3.2: Example of two periodic tasks with release time jitter
Each task in the task set periodically updates the computational result data by processing its input data according to T . In each period of a task a new input data value
is validated and the computational result data is updated with a new input data value.
To distinguish the input data values with respect to the jobs in the task set, we define
the input data as input data entity, which is a tuple hI, v, ti, where I is the task ID, v
is data value and t is the timestamp. The input data entity of τi generated in the jth
period is described by

lij = hIi , vij , jPi + φi i

(3.5)

where vij is the input data value validated at time φi + jPi .
The input data domain of a task i, Lτi , is the set of all input data entities, which are
processed to update computational result data in the context of the task, τi . The input
data domain of a task set is thus the union of input data domains of each task in the
task set:
L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ ... ∪ LN

(3.6)

Each input data entity (lij ) is processed in the procedure Tij in job Jij . Input data
entities are processed according to the execution sequence of jobs in the task set.
Therefore, different execution orders of jobs caused by release time jitter causes different input data process sequences. Expression 3.7 describes an input data process
13

sequence of the task set in the time interval [0, ∞) for specific release time jitters.

T

ς (k) =

N X
∞
X

0

lij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

(3.7)

i=1 j=0

An input data process sequence in a time interval, ∆T = [T1 , T2 ] as:
ς

∆T

(k) =

bT2 /Pi c

N
X

0

X

lij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

(3.8)

i=1 j=bT1 /Pi c

The ordered input data process sequence is the list of input data entities in domain L
with an order according to the timestamp of each input data entity. To obtain ordered
input data process sequence, the release time jitter should be omitted:

T

γ (k) =

N X
∞
X

lij δ(k − jPi − φi )

(3.9)

i=1 j=0

An ordered input data process sequence in a time interval, ∆T = [T1 , T2 ] is expressed
as:
γ

∆T

(k) =

N
X

bT2 /Pi c

X

lij δ(k − jPi − φi )

(3.10)

i=1 j=bT1 /Pi c

Hyperperiod (H) of a task set is the least common multiple of the periods of tasks in
the task set. Hyperperiod Interval (∆Hi ) is the time interval described as:
∆Hh = [φmin + (h − 1) × H, φmin + h × H)

(3.11)

where φmin is the minimum task offset, min({φi }N
i=1 ). It is possible to describe
ordered input data process sequences by using hyperperiod intervals. Equation 3.12
describes an ordered input data process sequence in the hth hyperperiod interval.
γ

∆Hh

(k) =

N
X

b(φmin +h×H)/Pi c−1

X

lij δ(k − jPi − φi )

(3.12)

i=1 j=b(φmin +(h−1)×H)/Pi c

where h > 0. The ordered input data process sequence in successive hyperperiods
from the first hyperperiod to the Mth hyperperiod:

γ

∆H1M

(k) =

×H)/Pi c−1
N b(φmin +M
X
X
i=1

j=bφmin /Pi c

14

lij δ(k − jPi − φi )

(3.13)

Definition 1. An input data process sequence domain, Lς(k) (k), is the set of input
data entities whose elements are the member of input data process sequence ς(k).
Input data process sequences in domain L have various relations that reflect the relation between input data process sequence domains and orders of the input data entities
in the input data process sequences. Definition 2 defines the equality relation.
Definition 2. Two input data process sequences, ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k), are equal if Lςn1 (k) (k) =
Lςn2 (k) (k) and the process order of each input data entities are same in both sequences,
i.e. ςn1 (k) = ςn2 (k).
Definition 3. Two input data process sequences, ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k), are similar (∼) if
Lς 1 (k) (k) = Lς 2 (k) (k) and the process order of input data entities are different.
Another relation is k-shift congruency between input data entities and input data process sequences which implies that two input data entities are processed in the context
of the same task in different periods.
Definition 4. Let lij and lim be two input data entities, H be hyperperiod of task set
and suppose that M ∈ N. If m is congruent to j mod M H/Pi , i.e. m − j = M H/Pi ,
then lim is congruent to lij shift M H, lim ≡ lij shift M H.
K-shift congruency between two input data process sequences describes that the process orders of input data entities in the sequences are same with respect to the task
context to which they belong by abstracting the absolute time. Definition 5 defines
the k-shift congruence relation between two input data process sequences.
Definition 5. Let ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) be two input data process sequences described by
expressions
1

ς (k) =

N
X

bT2 /Pi c

X

0

lij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

(3.14)

i=1 j=bT1 /Pi c

2

ς (k) =

N
X

b(T2 +M H)/Pi c
0

X

lij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

(3.15)

i=1 j=b(T1 +M H)/Pi c

where |ς 1 (k)| = |ς 2 (k)| and H is the hyperperiod. Suppose that ln1 (k) is lij . If for each
j+M H/Pi

nth member of ln1 (k) = lij , ln2 (k) is equal to li

, then ς 2 (k) is congruent to ς 1 (k)

shift M H, ς 2 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k) shift M H or ς 2 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H).
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Proposition 1. If ςn1 (k) and ςn2 (k) are two input data process sequences that ς 2 (k) ≡
ς 1 (k) shift M H, then Lς 2 (k) is congruent to Lς 1 (k) shift M H, Lς 2 (k) ≡ Lς 1 (k)
shift M H.
j+nH/Pi

Proof. Let lij be a member of ςn1 (k). For each member,lij , of ςn1 (k), li

is a

member of ςn2 (k). Therefore for each element of ςn1 (k), there exist a k-shift congruent
element of ςn2 (k).
Definition 6. ςn1 (k), ςn2 (k) and ςn3 (k) are three input data process sequences. If ςn2 (k) is
congruent to ςn1 (k) shift M H ( ς 2 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H) ) and ςn3 (k) is similar with ςn2 (k),
ς 3 (k) ∼ ς 2 (k), than ς 3 (k) similar congruent to ς 1 (k) shift M H, ς 3 (k) ∼
= ς 1 (k−M H).
n

n

Due to jitter, as expressed in Equation 3.7, input data entities can be processed in
different orders. The main reason of multiple input data process sequences is interleaving between input data entities because of release time jitter of tasks. An input
data entity, processed in a task context, may interleave with other input data entities,
which are processed in other tasks’ context. Definition 7 defines the interleaving set
of an input data entity.
Definition 7. Interleaving Set of an input data entity (Ilj (k)) is the set of input data
i

entities that are possible to interleave with the input data entity of interest. The interleaving set of an input data entity lij is described by equation

n
n
Ilj (k) = {lm
|lm
∈ L, m 6= i,
i

n
nPm + φm + rjm,max > jPi + φi if lm
.t ≤ lij .t,

jPi + φi + rji,max > nPm + φm

(3.16)

n
if lij .t < lm
.t}

where rji,max is the maximum release time jitter.
j+M H/Pi

Proposition 2. Let lij and li

be input data entities. Assume that each elements

of Ilj (k) is an element of L, then Llj+M H/Pi (k) is congruent to Ilj (k) with shift M H,
i

i

i

i.e. Ilj+M H/Pi (k) ≡ Ilj (k − M H) shift M H.
i

i

Proof. Let lab be an element of Ilj (k).
i
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For the case lab .t < lij .t:
bPa + φa + rja,max > jPi + φi
bPa + φa + rja,max + nH > jPi + φi + M H
(b + M H/Pa )Pa + φa + rja,max > (j + M H/Pi )Pi + φi
T hus, lab+M H/Pa ∈ Ilj+M H/Pi (k)
i

For the case lab .t > lij .t:
jPi + φi + rji,max > bPa + φa
jPi + φi + rji,max + M H > bPa + φa + M H
(j + M H/Pi )Pi + φi + rji,max > (b + M H/Pa )Pa + φa
T hus, lab+M H/Pa ∈ Ilj+M H/Pi (k)
i

Proposition 3. Two similar input data process sequences, ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k), have the
same interleaving set.
Proof.
Iς 1 (k) (k) =

N
[

Iςn1 (k) (k) − Lς 1 (k) (k) =

n=1

N
[

Iςn2 (k) (k) − Lς 2 (k) (k)

n=1

= Iς 2 (k) (k)

Proposition 4. Assume that ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are input data process sequences that are
described in Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15. Assume also that T1 is large enough
that each elements of Iς 1 (k) (k) is an element of L. If ς 2 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H), then
Iς 2 (k) (k) is congruent to Iς 1 (k) (k) shift M H, i.e. Iς 2 (k) (k) ≡ Iς 1 (k) (k) shift M H.
Proof.
Iς 2 (k) (k) =

N
[

Iςn2 (k) (k) − Lς 2 (k) (k) ≡

n=1

N
[

Iςn1 (k) (k − nH) − Lς 1 (k) (k − nH)

n=1

≡ Iς 1 (k) (k)
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Definition 8. The complement of an input data process sequence domain, denoted
Lς(k) (k) , is the set which are not elements of Lς(k) (k) in domain L.
M

Proposition 5. Let ς 1 (k) be an input data process sequence similar with γ ∆H1 (k),
M +N

and ς 2 (k) be an input data process sequence similar with γ ∆H1

(k). Lς 2 (k) (k) is

congruent to Lς 1 (k) (k) shift N H.
Proof. Let ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) be an input data process sequences as described by
1

ς (k) =

∞
X

N
X

lij δ(k − jPi − φi )

i=1 j=bφmin +M ×H/Pi c

ς 2 (k) =

∞
X

N
X

(3.17)
lij δ(k − jPi − φi )

i=1 j=bφmin +(M +N )×H/Pi c

Since ς 2 (k) is congruent to ς 1 (k) shift H, Lς 2 (k) (k) is congruent to Lς 1 (k) (k) shift
N H. On the other hand Lς 2 (k) (k) = Lς 2 (k) (k) and Lς 1 (k) (k) = Lς 1 (k) (k), therefore
Lς 2 (k) (k) is congruent to Lς 1 (k) (k) shift N H.
Definition 9. ς ε (k) is an empty input data process sequence. Lς ε (k) (k) is an empty
set and Lς ε (k) (k) is equal to L. Lς 1 (k) (k) is congruent to Lς ε (k) (k) shift M H.
Proposition 6. Suppose that ςn1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are input data process sequences that
are described by equations
1

ς (k) =

/Pi c
N bT
X
X
i=1

2

ς (k) =

(3.18)

j=0

N b(T +nH)/P
X
X ic
i=1

0

lij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

0

lij δ(k − jPi − φi − rji,j )

(3.19)

j=0

2

Assume that ς (k) is similar with an input data process sequence described by
2

4

ς (k) ∼ ς (k) =

M
X

M

ς ∆Hh (k).ς 3 (k) = ς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k)

(3.20)

h=1

If ς 3 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H), then Iς 3 (k) (k) − L∆H1M (k) ≡ Iς 1 (k) (k − M H).
j+M H/Pb

Proof. Let la

j+M H/Pb

and la

j+M H/Pi

.t < li

b+M H/Pb

is a member of ς 3 (k). If la

is a member of Iς 3 (k) (k)

.t, then lab is a member of ς 1 (k). On the other hand, if
18

j+M H/Pb

la

∈ L∆H M −1 (k), then (b + M H/Pa )Pa + φa < φmin + M H. Thus, lab ∈
/L
1

because bPa + φa < φmin is not true.

Definition 10. min is a function that describes the input data entity having minimum
timestamp in a set of input data entities, such as interleaving set (I) or domain of an
input data process sequence (L).
min{S} : S → lij | lij ∈ S, ∀lab .t ∈ S : lij .t ≤ lab .t
Definition 11. Successor Input Data Entity Set (S) of an input data process sequence,
ς(k), is the set of input data entities that may possibly be processed after ς(k). The
possible input data entities that are not processed by ς(k) that may possibly be processed after ς(k).
The set of input data entities that are not processed by ς(k) is Lς(k) (k).
On the other hand Sς(k) (k) is a subset of Lς(k) (k) according to some restrictions:
The first restriction is that the input data entities belonging to the same task context
are processed sequentially. Therefore, Sς(k) (k) cannot consist of multiple input data
entities belonging to a task. The second restriction is about the release time jitter.
Let lij be an input data entity. An input data entity, lab having a timestamp greater
than φi + jPi + rji,max cannot be processed if lij does not processed. In other words
Sς(k) (k) cannot consist of two input data entities like lij and lab . With respect to these
restrictions successor set of an input data process sequence is described by equation
Sς(k) (k) = min{Lς(k) (k)} ∪ (Imin{Lς(k) (k)} (k) − Lς(k) (k))

(3.21)

The successor set of an empty input data process sequence, ς ε (k) = ε, is the union
of interleaving set of the input data entity which has the least time stamp, l10 , and the
related input data entity.
Sς ε (k) (k) = min{L} ∪ Imin{L} (k) = I(l10 ) ∪ l10

(3.22)

Proposition 7. Two similar input data process sequences, ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k), have the
same successor input data entity set.
19

Proof.
Sς 1 (k) (k) = min{Lς 1 (k) (k)} ∪ (Imin{Lς 1 (k) (k)} (k) − Lς 1 (k) (k))
= min{Lς 2 (k) (k)} ∪ (Imin{Lς 2 (k) (k)} (k) − Lς 2 (k) (k))
= Sς 2 (k) (k)

Proposition 8. Suppose that ςn1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are input data process sequences that are
described in Proposition 6. If ς 3 (k) ∼
= ς 1 (k−M H), then Sς 2 (k) (k) ∼
= Sς 1 (k) (k−M H).
Proof.
Sς 2 (k) (k) = Sς 4 (k) (k) = min{Lς 4 (k) (k)} ∪ (Imin{Lς 4 (k) (k)} (k) − Lς 4 (k) (k))
= min{Lς 1 (k) (k − M H)}∪
(Imin{Lς 1 (k) (k−M H)} (k) − L∆H1M (k) ∪ Lς 3 (k) (k))
= min{Lς 1 (k) (k − M H)} ∪ (Imin{Lς 1 (k) (k)} (k − M H) − Lς 3 (k) (k))
= min{Lς 1 (k) (k − M H)}∪
(Imin{Lς 1 (k) (k)} (k − M H) − Lς 1 (k) (k − M H))
= Sς 1 (k) (k − M H)

Proposition 9. If ς2 is an input data process sequence that is similar with an input
data process sequence ς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k), then there is an input data process sequence
ς 1 (k) such that ς 3 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − H).
Proof. Sς ∆H1 (k) (k) ≡ Sς ε (k) (k − H) according to Proposition 8. For an input data
j+H/Pi

entity lij , which is element of Sς ε (k) (k), there is an input data entity li
0

0

element of Sς ∆H1 (k) (k). Let ς 1 (k) be {lij }. Then ς 3 (k) is
0

0

j+H/Pi
{li
},

, which is

which is con-

0

gruent to ς 1 (k − H) shift H, i.e. ς 3 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − H) . Therefore, Sς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k)0 (k)
is congruent to Sς 1 (k)0 (k) shift H according to Proposition 8. Iteratively for all successive input data process sequences ς ∆H1 (k) and ς ε (k) are congruent to each other
with H shift.
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3.2

Data Abstraction Mapping

The computational result produced by concurrent tasks is updated by processing an
input data entity (lij ) according to the common functional operation of the task set.
The functional operation uses present the computational result and input data entity
to update the computational result data value according to the relation:
Ψ(lj )

i
f (gn−1 , lij ) = gn−1 ◦ lij : gn−1 −−−→
gn

(3.23)

where gn and gn−1 are updated and present computational result data values, respectively, lij is the processed input data entity, ◦ dentoes the functional operation, and
Ψ(lij ) is the process of input data entity. Input data entities, which are members of an
input data process sequence ς(k), are processed iteratively. Equation 3.24 describes
the update of computational result data by processing input data entities of input data
process sequence ς(k).

f (gn−1 , ςn (k).ςn+1 (k).ςn+2 (k)) = gn+2




gn := gn−1 ◦ ςn (k)



⇒
gn+1 := gn ◦ ςn+1 (k)




 gn+2 := gn+1 ◦ ςn+2 (k)

(3.24)

According to Equation 3.24, the computational result data value updates can be described as transitions described as:
Ψ(ς(k))

Ψ(ςn (k))

Ψ(ςn+1 (k))

Ψ(ςn+2 (k))

gn−1 −−−−→ gn+2 = gn−1 −−−−−→ gn −−−−−−→ gn+1 −−−−−−→ gn+2

(3.25)

If the functional operation is not order independent, processing an input data entity in
different orders results in different computational result data values depending on the
process order of input data entity in the execution sequence. The input data process
order dependency of computational result data changes with respect to the characteristic of functional operation. In this study we focus on the functional operations that
are order dependent with confluence.
Definition 12. Let ς 1 (k) be an ordered input data process sequence in the time interval
∆T = [0, T ], whose length is N . Suppose that ς 2 (k) is a process sequence which is
similar to ς 1 (k), but the orders of input data entities are different except the N th
21

member. In other words, Lς 1 (k) (k) = Lς 2 (k) (k), ςn1 (k) 6= ςn2 (k) for n < N , and
ςN1 (k) = ςN2 (k).
A functional operation is order dependent with confluence, if f (g0 , π ς
f (g0 , π ς

2 (k)

1 (k)

(M )) 6=

(M )) for each M < N , and f (g0 , ς 1 (k)) = f (g0 , ς 2 (k)).

If the functional operation of the task set is order dependent with confluence, processing an out of order input data item results in different computational result data
values from the computational result data value obtained when input data is processed
in order; that is, usefulness of computational data is degraded. Figure 3.3 illustrates
order dependency with confluence on the system configuration defined in Figure 3.1
and Figure 3.2. While the input data generation sequence is {l10 , l20 , l11 , l21 , l12 , l22 }, the
processed input data sequence is {l10 , l20 , l21 , l11 , l12 , l22 }, where l11 .t < l21 .t. Therefore,
f (gk−1 , l10 .l20 .l21 .l12 ) and f (gk−1 , l10 .l20 .l21 .l12 ) result in different computational result data
0

0

values, such as |g3 − g3 | > 0, and |g4 − g4 | > 0.
g0
Ψ(l10 )

g1

Ψ(l20 )

g2
Ψ(l21 )

Ψ(l11 )

0

g3

g3

Ψ(l21 )

Ψ(l11 )
0

g4

g4

Ψ(l12 )

Ψ(l12 )

g5

Figure 3.3: Example of two periodic tasks with release time jitter
We define an abstraction method to represent the computational result with finite
states, while the transitions between states represent the process sequence of input
data entities, by abstracting data value and time. The abstract input data entity is
equal to input data entity’s ID, i.e, Al (lij ) = lij .Ii to preserve information.

Al (Ψ(lij )) = Ψ(Al (lij )) = Ψ(lij .Ii )

(3.26)

Abstract computational result state comprises information about whether the current
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values of computational result data are erroneous, and the previously processed input data entities which are abstracted from data value and time. If ς(k) is an input
data process sequence of size N , the computational result gi obtained by processing
ς(k) is f (ginit , ς(k)). The output function of a state, λ, determines the output of the
state as accurate and erroneous depending on the processing orders of input data as
described by Equation 3.27. Figure 3.4 shows the state transitions between accurate
and erroneous states.
λ:



 A(gi ) 7→ α

if ςN (k) is in order


 A(gi ) 7→ ε

else ςN (k) is out of order

(3.27)

Definition 13. Let ς(k) be an input data process sequence with a size N . Let L< (lij )
be a set of input data entities which have a smaller timestamp than lij .t, L> (lij ) be a
−1
set of input data entities which have a greater timestamp than lij .t, and LN
ς(k) (k) is

equal to Lς(k) (k) − ςN (k).
−1
N −1
ςN (k) is in order if LN
ς(k) (k) ⊃ L< (ςn (k)) and Lς(k) (k) ∩ L> (ςn (k)) = ∅.

out of order process
out of order

Erroneous

Accurate

in order

process

State

State

process

in order process

Figure 3.4: Abstract Central Estimation State Diagram
According to the abstraction of computational result data value to computational result data state, the output in a computational result state indicates the input data process order. Therefore, the input data process order semantics are described by the
output. On the other hand, the processed input data entities are still important for determining computational result state, because the next states of a computational result
state depend on the processed input data entities. If gn is a computational result that
is equal to f (ginit , ς(k)), the abstract state of gn , (A(gn )), consists of two attributes:
output, O, and the abstracted processed input data entity set, Lς(k) (k) as described by
equation
A(gi ) = hO, Al (Lς(k) (k))i
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(3.28)

where O ∈ {α, }, and Al (Lς(k) (k)) is a multiset of lij .Ii for each lij which is element
of Lς(k) (k).
Definition 14. Let gn be a computational result which is equal to f (ginit , ς(k)). Assume that the successor input data set of ς(k) is Sς(k) (k). The successor computational
result set of gn , P ost(gn ), is
[

P ost(gn ) =

f (gn , lij )

lij ∈ Sς(k) (k)

(3.29)

Sς(k) (k)

Proposition 10. Assume that ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are two similar input data process sequences, ς 1 (k) ∼ ς 2 (k). ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) have the same the successor set, Sς 1 (k) (k) =
Sς 2 (k) (k) = S, according to Proposition 7. For each lij we have g10 ∈ P ost(f (ginit ,
ς 1 (k))) and g20 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 2 (k))) such that g10 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 1 (k)lij )) and
g20 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 2 (k)lij )), where lij ∈ S, A(g10 ).O = A(g20 ).O
Proof. Let g1 and g2 be computational results such that g1 = f (ginit , ς 1 (k)) and
g2 = f (ginit , ς 2 (k)). For each element g10 ∈ P ost(g1 ), there exists an element
g20 ∈ P ost(g2 ) such that g10 = f (g1 , lij ) and g20 = f (g2 , lij ), where lij ∈ S. Let ς 1 (k)0 be
an input data sequence equals to ς 1 (k).lij , and ς 2 (k)0 be an input data sequence equals
to ς 2 (k).lij . If Lς 1 (k) (k) ⊃ L< (lij ) and Lς 1 (k) (k)∩L> (lij ) = ∅, then Lς 2 (k) (k) ⊃ L< (lij )
and Lς 2 (k) (k) ∩ L> (lij ) = ∅. Therefore, A(f (g1 , lij )).O = A(f (g2 , lij )).O for each
lij ∈ S.
Proposition 11. Assume that ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are two input data process sequences;
M

that is ς 2 (k) ∼ ς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k), where ς 3 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H). Sς 2 (k) (k) is congruent
to Sς 1 (k) (k) shift M H according to Proposition 8. For each pair of elements g10 ∈
P ost(f (ginit , ς 1 (k))) and g20 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 2 (k))) such that g10 = f (ginit , ς 1 (k).lij )
j+M H/Pi

and g20 = f (ginit , ς 2 (k).li
j+M H/Pi

li

), where lij ∈ Sς 1 (k) (k) and

∈ Sς 2 (k) (k), A(g10 ).O = A(g20 ).O

Proof. Let g1 and g2 be computational results such that g1 = f (ginit , ς 1 (k)) and
g2 = f (ginit , ς 2 (k)). For each element g10 ∈ P ost(g1 ), there exists an element g20 ∈
j+M H/Pi

P ost(g2 ) such that g10 = f (g1 , lij ) and g20 = f (g2 , li
j+M H/Pi

and li

), where lij ∈ Sς 1 (k) (k)

∈ Sς 2 (k) (k). Let ς 1 (k)0 be an input data sequence equals to ς 1 (k).lij ,

and ς 2 (k)0 be an input data sequence equals to ς 2 (k).lij . If Lς 1 (k) (k) ⊃ L< (lij ) and
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j+M H/Pi

Lς 1 (k) (k) ∩ L> (lij ) = ∅, then (Lς ∆H1M (k) (k) ∪ Lς 1 (k−M H) (k)) ⊃ L< (li
j+M H/Pi

(Lς ∆H1M (k) (k) ∪ Lς 1 (k) (k − M H)) ∩ L> (li
j+M H/Pi

A(f (g2 , li

) and

) = ∅. Therefore, A(f (g1 , lij )).O =
j+M H/Pi

)).O for each lij ∈ Sς 1 (k) (k) and li

∈ Sς 2 (k) (k).

Definition 15. Let ge and gf be two computational results such as ge = f (ginit , ς e (k))
and gf = f (ginit , ς f (k)). Assume that lab is an element of Sς e (k) (k) and lcd is an element
of Sς f (k) (k), where lab . The abstract computational result states ge and gf are equal if
1. A(ge ).O = A(gf ).O
2. Al (Sς e (k) (k)) = Al (Sς f (k) (k))
3. A(f (ge , lab )).O = A(f (gf , lcd )).O for each elements lab ∈ Sς e (k) (k) and lcd ∈
Sς f (k) (k), where Al (lab ) = Al (lcd )
Lemma 1. Assume that ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are two input data process sequences. Let g1
be equal to f (ginit , ς 1 (k)), and g2 be equal to f (ginit , ς 2 (k)). If ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are
similar, ς 1 (k) ∼ ς 2 (k), then A(P ost(g1 )) = A(P ost(g2 ))
Proof. Suppose that g10 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 1 (k))) and g20 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 2 (k))) such
that g10 = f (ginit , ς 1 (k).lij ) and g20 = f (ginit , ς 2 (k).lij ), where lij ∈ S. A(g10 ).O =
A(g20 ).O according to Proposition 10. Let ς 1 (k)0 be an input data sequence equals to
ς 1 (k).lij , and ς 2 (k)0 be an input data sequence equals to ς 2 (k).lij . Since ς 1 (k) ∼ ς 2 (k),
ς 1 (k)0 is similar to ς 2 (k)0 , and Sς 1 (k)0 (k) = Sς 2 (k)0 (k) = S 0 .
Thus, Al (Sς 1 (k)0 (k)) = Al (Sς 2 (k)0 (k)). According to Proposition 10, A(f (g10 , lab )).O
= A(f (g20 , lab )).O for each lab ∈ S 0 . Therefore, A(P ost(g1 )) = A(P ost(g2 )).
Lemma 2. Suppose that ς 1 (k) and ς 2 (k) are two input data process sequences; that
M

is ς 2 (k) ∼ ς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k). Let g1 be equal to f (ginit , ς 1 (k)), and g2 be equal to
f (ginit , ς 2 (k)). If ς 3 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H), then A(P ost(g1 )) = A(P ost(g2 )).
Proof. Suppose that g10 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 1 (k))) and g20 ∈ P ost(f (ginit , ς 2 (k))) such
j+M H/Pi

that g10 = f (ginit , ς 1 (k).lij ) and g20 = f (ginit , ς 2 (k).li
j+M H/Pi

and li

), where lij ∈ Sς 1 (k) (k)

∈ Sς 2 (k) (k). A(g10 ).O = A(g20 ).O according to Proposition 11. Let

ς 1 (k)0 be an input data sequence equals to ς 1 (k).lij , and ς 2 (k)0 be an input data
j+M H/Pi

sequence equals to ς 2 (k).li

M

. ς 2 (k)0 is similar with ς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k)0 , where
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j+M H/Pi

ς 3 (k)0 = ς 3 (k).li

. Since ς 3 (k) ≡ ς 1 (k − M H), ς 3 (k)0 is congruent to ς 1 (k −

M H)0 , and Sς 2 (k)0 (k) ≡ Sς 1 (k)0 (k − M H). Thus, Al (Sς 1 (k)0 (k)) = Al (Sς 2 (k)0 (k)).
b+M H/Pa

According to Proposition 11, A(f (g10 , lab )).O = A(f (g20 , la
b+M H/Pa

Sς 1 (k)0 (k) and la

)).O for each lab ∈

∈ Sς 2 (k)0 (k). Therefore, A(P ost(g1 )) = A(P ost(g2 )).

Theorem 1. A task set has finite abstract computational result states according to the
proposed abstraction method, if functional operation is order dependent with confluence.
Proof. Let ς 2 (k) be an input data process sequence, and lij be a member of ς 2 (k),
where lij .t > φmin +2H. The members of ς ∆H1 (k) have to be processed before lij . Let
lab be a member of ς ∆H1 (k). lab can be processed at a later time φa + (H/P a − 1)Pa +
rja,max , which is equal to φa + H according to the restriction of maximum release
time jitter of a task is the period of the related task. As the relation φa − φmin < H
holds, all members of ς ∆H1 (k) are guaranteed to be processed before lij . Therefore,
ς 2 (k) is similar with an input data process sequence like ς ∆H1 (k).ς 3 (k). According
to Proposition 9 there exists an input data process sequence ς 1 (k), which ς 3 (k) is
congruent to ς 1 (k) shift H. Let g2 be equal to f (ginit , ς 2 (k)), and g1 be equal to
f (ginit , ς 1 (k)). According to Lemma 2, the abstract successor state set of g2 is equal
to the abstract successor state set of g1 , i.e. A(P ost(g1 )) = A(P ost(g2 )). Therefore,
the task set has finite abstract result states.
Corollary 1. All finite abstract computational result states of a task set can be obtained in a time interval [0, φmin + 2H].

3.3

Data Abstraction Algorithm

In this section we present an algorithm that constructs a finite state automaton of
computational result data of a task set in accordance with the abstraction method
presented above. The input of the algorithm is a task set in which each task is defined
with a ternary structure whose attributes are task ID, task period, P , and offset of the
task, φ. An automaton is a seven-tuple M = (Q, Σ, Λ, δ, q0 , λ) in which Q is the
finite set of states, Σ is the finite set of transition actions, δ : Q × Σ 7→ Q is the finite
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set of transition actions, q0 is the initial state, Λ is set of state output propositions,
and λ : Q 7→ Λ is the state output labeling function. For the automaton representing
a computational result data, a transition action corresponds to the processing of an
input data item by a task in the task set. According to the abstraction described
in Equation 3.26, the set of transition actions is the task IDs in the task set, Σ =
{τ1 .id, τ2 .id, ..., τN .id}. The set of state output propositions is Λ = {α, ε} according
to Equation 3.27.
Algorithm 1: G LOBAL R ESULT F INITE S TATE AUTOMATON C REATER
DataStructure: task(ID, P, φ)
DataStructure: Input Data Entity l = (ID, T askID, t)
DataStructure: State(ID, ς(k), output, P ost)
DataStructure: SuccState(l, State)
DataStructure: N ode(ID, ς(k), l, children)
Input: Task Set T = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τN }
Output: Finite State Automaton (Σ, Q, q0 , δ, F )
∆E = FindExaminationTimeWindow(T );
L∆E = CreateLocalDataEntityDomain(T , ∆E);
root = new N ode(0, null, l(0, 0, 0), null);
CreateProcessGraph(root, L∆E );
StateinitState = CreateState(root);
StateSpace.add(initState);
CreateStateSpace(StateSpace, root);
(Σ, Λ, Q, q0 , δ, λ) =
CreateFiniteStateAutomaton(initState, StateSpace);

The algorithm first determines the time window, denoted ∆E, to create and examine all possible input data process sequences in the examination window. Secondly,
input data entity domain in the examination time window, L∆E , is determined. Afterwards, a process graph is constructed and all possible input data process sequences
are explored. By examining the input data process sequences, abstracted states of all
possible computational results are obtained and the state space is generated. Finally,
the algorithm constructs a finite state automaton, M = (Σ, Λ, Q, q0 , δ, λ). The com27

putational result automaton has no final state. Algorithm 1 constructs an automaton
for computational result.
The examination time window, ∆E, is determined according to Corollary 1 which
stipulates that it is possible to determine all computational result states in two hyperperiod intervals. All Procedures mentioned in this section hereafter are presented
in the Appendix to this dissertation. Procedure 1 describes ∆E. After determination of ∆E, the algorithm constructs the input data entity domain at as described
in Procedure 2. By using the input data entity domain in ∆E, the process graph is
created with respect to L∆E . In the process graph an edge is labeled by an input
data entity, and a node represents a computational result state obtained by processing the input data entity that is the label on an incoming edge. A path to a node
represents an input data process sequence. The process graph is constructed using
the N ode data structure. Each node has a unique ID, input data process sequence,
incoming edge label, and outgoing children nodes attributes. The construction of a
process graph starts with a reference node. The initial reference node is described
as N ode(0, null, l(0, 0, 0), null) in Algorithm 1. In Procedure 4, the successor input
data entity set is determined according to Equation 3.21. For each input data entity
element of a successor input data entity set, a new node is created by assigning the
attribute values. Procedure 4 describes the creation of a process graph.
By using the process graph all possible input data process sequences can be described
within ∆E. The described algorithm constructs the state space of computational result by defining a state for each node as described in Procedure 3. A state is represented by a State data structure in the algorithm. Each state has a unique ID, input
data process sequence, abstract output, and successor state (P ost) attributes. The
output attribute of a state is determined according to the output function described in
Equation 3.27. Each state in the state space corresponds to an abstract state of computational result according to the abstraction method. The algorithm does not add a state
to the state space, if there already exists an equivalent state. Equivalence of states are
examined in Procedure 6 according to Definition 15. State space construction is described by Procedure 5. Finally, the algorithm constructs the finite state automaton as
described in Procedure 7.
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CHAPTER 4

CASE STUDY: MULTI SENSOR TRACK TO TRACK DATA
FUSION

4.1

Multi Sensor Data Fusion and Out of Sequence Track Problem

Multi sensor data fusion (MSDF) corresponds to the process of combining information from different sensors to provide a robust and complete description of objects or
events on an observed environment. Combining the outputs of multiple sensors that
can observe different signatures in the environment usually provides more accurate
information than using a single sensor. Normally, to increase the sorts of information
that can be sensed, an MSDF system often consists of dissimilar sensors. Moreover,
for the same number of resources, sensors with different data rates (asynchronous
sensors) can provide better coverage than synchronous sensors [33]. In a centralized
fusion architecture there is a single data fusion node to aggregate all sensory data [35].
In many practical situations, because of communication constraints, each local sensor
has its own information processing unit and outputs tracking reports rather than raw
measurements to the fusion node [34], in a configuration referred as a track to track
data fusion system. The central fusion node produces a system track by aggregating
sensory local tracks.
A multi sensor track to track data fusion system consists of:
1. A collection of sensors that generate local tracks,
2. An central processing component, supervisory controller, to aggregate sensory
local tracks, manage sensors and possibly actuators,
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3. A high-speed communication network to enable the process.
Figure 4.1 depicts a sample track to track data fusion system architecture. A sensor Si makes observations, Yi , and generates tracks that consist of estimation, X̂i ,
and error covariance matrix of the estimation Pi . Kalman Filtering (KF) [36] is the
most commonly used technique in target tracking to generate local tracks from sensor
observations [37]. At the supervisory controller, low-level data processing is implemented. Low-level data processing involves data association, data alignment, sensor
registration, and the position and ID fusion [38]. At the end of low-level data processing, the supervisory controller aggregates local tracks by using a track to track fusion
algorithm and updates central system tracks. The supervisory controller manages
sensors to start or stop tracking of a specified target.

Figure 4.1: Track to Track Data Fusion System
In an MSDF system each sensor operates with its own clock, and may generate tracks
at a different rate than the others because of its signature characteristics and processing speed. Moreover, the communication network may lead to different communication delays for different sensor tracks. Therefore, the MSDF system has to consider
the coordination between sensors and cater for parameters such as different sampling
rates and communication delays [45]. Communication delay in the transmission of
a local track from sensors to the fusion center may result in the reception of sensory
tracks out of sequence; that is, there may be no guarantee that sensory tracks are fused
in the order they have originated [39]. This incident is known as the out-of-sequence
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track (OOST) problem. OOST problem corresponds to a situation in which a central
track is already updated up to a given time and then, a track from a "late" sensor
arrives with an earlier time stamp [40]. In order to tackle the delayed and OOST
problem, algorithmic solutions have been proposed [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. These
solutions aim to aggregate sensory track estimations sequentially, thereby guaranteeing the consistency of central track estimation. However, fusion of out of sequence
tracks cause increase in the central track estimation error until an in order local track
is aggregated.
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Figure 4.2: Track-to-Track Fusion
In order to illustrate the effect of OOST on central track estimation error, a simple system consisting of two sensors and a data fusion center is simulated with four
different system configurations. The sensors observe the environment and generate
periodical tracks. The periods of sensors P1 , and P2 are equal to each other. Each
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sensor starts the tracking process with different offsets, Ω1 , and Ω2 . Sensors’ offsets
are caused by track command communication delays. The phase difference between
sensor periods, ϕ12 = Ω2 − Ω1 , is equal to P/2. In the first case, the supervisory controller receives and aggregates the sensor tracks without any communication delay
τk = τk1 = τk2 = 0, for all k as seen in Figure 4.2.a. In the second case the supervisory controller receives and aggregates the sensor tracks with a communication delay
P/10, τk = τk1 = τk2 > 0 for all k as seen in Figure 4.2.b. The third case treats
the OOST scenario. The supervisory controller receives and aggregates the sensory
tracks with communication delay P/10 for all k except k22 = 211. The track report
of Sensor 2, generated at k22 , is received and aggregates with a time delay 3P/4 after
the track generated at a later time, k21 , as seen in Figure 4.2.c. In the forth case, illustrated in Figure 4.2.d, two successive tracks of sensor 2, generated at k22 = 211 and
k24 = 231 are out of sequence.
In the simulation the target moves in two dimensions according to Equation 4.1 where
F is the system matrix, and W (k) is the zero-mean Gaussian white noise with covariance Q, in which Q = q ∗ I, I is a 4x4 dimension identity matrix, and X(k)
is the target state vector, which consists of [ xx (k) xy (k) ẋx (k) ẋy (k) ]T where
[xx (k), xy (k)], and [ẋx (k), ẋy (k)] represent position and velocity in the X and Y directions, respectively.
X(k + 1) = F X(k) + W (k),

W = N (0, Q)

(4.1)

The target state vector is generated for time instances, {k}N
k=1 according to Equation
4.1, and parameters, in which the system matrix is


1 0 ∆T


0 1

F =
0 0


0
1

0 0

0

0




∆T 


0 

1

where ∆T = 0.05. The initial state vector x[0] = [ 10 10 1 0 ]T , and error covariance factor q = 1.
A sensor i makes observations, Yi (k), periodically by using target state vector accord32

ing to equation
Yi (k) = HX(k) + Vi (k),

V = N (0, Ri )

(4.2)

where H is the measurement matrix, X(k) is the target state vector, and Vi (k) is
the zero-mean white Gaussian measurement noise with covariance Ri , where Ri =
ri ∗ I, and I is a 2x2 identity matrix. Sensors derive estimates from observations,
using a Kalman Filter and generate tracks, consisting of sensor estimation, X̂i (k),
and covariance matrix, Pi (k) according to Equation 4.3.
X̂i (k), Pi (k) = KF (X̂i (k − 1), Pi (k − 1), Yi (k), F, H, Q, Ri )

(4.3)

In the simulation, the sensors make observations with the same period, T = 20, but
with a phase difference between observation periods, where ϕ12 = 10. The parameters used in Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3 denote the measurement matrix


1 0 0 0


0 1 0 0


H=

0 0 1 0


0 0 0 1
and the error covariance factor r1 = 1.5, and r2 = 1.1.
The supervisory controller updates its central estimation from the input provided by
the sensory tracks. The asynchronous and OOST reports are aggregated by using
Information Matrix Fusion (IMF) algorithm [44] in order to update central tracks.
Equations 4.4 and 4.5 below, respectively, describe how the supervisory controller
updates central track covariance and state vector.
Pc (k|k) = (Pc (k|k − 1)−1 + (Pi (k|k))−1 − (Pi (k|k − 1))−1 )−1

X̂c (k|k) = Pc (k|k)(Pc (k|k − 1)−1 X̂c (k|k − 1)+
Pi (k|k)−1 X̂i (k|k) − Pi (k|k − 1)−1 X̂i (k|k − 1))
where the prediction of state vector and track covariance are gathered by:
X̂c (k|k − 1) = F (k)X̂c (k − 1|k − 1)
Pc (k|k − 1) = F (k)Pc (k − 1|k − 1)F T (k) + Q(k)
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(4.4)

(4.5)

In order to evaluate the effect of delayed and out of sequence track reports, the root
mean square error (RMSE) and trace of central error covariance matrix are calculated
according to expressions 4.6 and 4.7 below, respectively. Xpi (k) denotes the true
i
target position state, and X̂c,p
(k) denotes central estimation of target position at time

k for simulation run i.

v
u
M
u1 X
t
i (k)k2
RM SE(k) =
kXpi (k) − X̂c,p
M i=1

trace{P (k)} in position =

2
X

P (k)ii

(4.6)

(4.7)

i=1

Figure 4.3 shows RMSE in position of central estimation in the first three cases for
250 simulation runs, and Figure 4.4 shows RMSE of central estimation in the first,
second and fourth cases for 250 simulation runs. RMSE in case 1 is less than the
RMSE in case 2. The occurrence of OOST causes an increase in the RMSE. The
increase in RMSE continues if the successive out of sequence track reports are fused .
The increase in RMSE continues until an in sequence track report is fused. Figures 4.5
and 4.6 show the trace of central error covariance which is consistent with RMSE
behavior.

Figure 4.3: RMSE for cases 1, 2, and 3
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Figure 4.4: RMSE for cases 1, 2, and 4

Figure 4.5: Trace of P(k) for cases 1, 2, and 3

Simulation results show that data fusion with communication delay in track report
transmission and OOST problem are properly handled by the IMF algorithm. Even
though fusion of an OOST report may cause an increase in the central estimation
error, the IMF algorithm bounds the increase when the in sequence track is fused.
However, from the point of view of modeling, the deviation in the estimation error
originating from the OOST problem is important and should be properly handled for
formal verification.
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Figure 4.6: Trace of P(k) for cases 1, 2, and 4
4.2

Abstraction of Central Track Data

Formal verification of MSDF system via model checking requires modeling both the
control behavior and data. MSDF system contains local and central track data over
infinite domains. Moreover, the OOST problem causes degradation in the usefulness
of central track data in MSDF systems and affects the control behavior. Therefore,
representation of central track data with finite states is necessary for model checking
by taking the OOST problem into account. To represent OOST problem properly in
the system model, temporal behavior of the system should be represented. Temporal
behavior of the system consists of sensor periods, phase difference between sensor
periods and transmission delay of tracks from sensors to the supervisory controller.
For finite state representation of the central track we apply the proposed abstraction
method proposed in Chapter 3. The system to be modeled consists of a parallel collection of central track automaton and task automata:

ACT ||Aτ1 ||Aτ2 || · · · ||AτN

(4.8)

Each task in the task set is dedicated to a sensor in the MSDF system that will
aggregate and compute central track from the local tracks received from sensors.
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The periods and phases of sensors are represented in the automaton corresponding to each task. The communication delay between a sensor and the supervisory
controller is represented by release time jitter in the task automaton. A task automaton is defined with a template Aτ (intiID, int iOf f set, int iRT JitterM in,
int iRT JitterM ax, int iP eriod), where the iOf f set parameter defines the offset
of the task, the iRT JitterM in and iRT JitterM ax parameters define the release
time jitter range, and the iP eriod parameter defines the period of the task. Figure 4.7
illustrates the behavior of the timed task automata.

clkOf f set = 0
clkOf f set <= iOf f set
clkOf f set >= iOf f set
clkP eriod = 0

clkJitter = 0
clkP eriod >= iP eriod
clkP eriod = 0

clkJitter <= iRT JitterM ax
clkJitter >= iRT JitterM in
f [iID]!
clkP eriod <= iP eriod

Figure 4.7: Task Automaton Aτn
The timed task automaton, Aτ , uses three clock variables to represent the timing
requirements about offset, release time jitter and period. These clock variables are
clkOf f set, clkRT Jitter, and clkP eriod, respectively. At the beginning Aτ starts
to wait the offset time. When the offset time is reached Aτ starts its periodic process
to update the central track. In the periodic cycle, Aτ generates f [iID] action by
taking the release time jitter into account. f [ID]! represents the action generation of
processing local track and update of central track.
Central track automaton, ACT , models central track data over infinite domain with
finite states according to the abstraction method presented in Chapter 3. The central track automaton covers all possible fusion orders of local tracks related with a
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target, and represents conformable and anomalous error states for central track estimation. Each action of update of central track is represented by f [ID]?. Figure 4.8
depicts the central track automaton that models the central track data in a system configuration in which the target is tracked by 2 sensors, which are asynchronous with
ϕ = P/2, having the same report generation periods, P , and the worst case communication delay for both sensors is P . In this configuration there are two task automata
Aτ (0, 0, 0, P, P ) and Aτ (1, P/2, 0, P, P ). The central track automaton consists of 6
abstract states, Q = {q0 , q1 , ..., q6}, where q0 is the initial state. The finite set of transition actions is {f [0], f [1]}. While the states q1 , q4 are labeled as the conformable
state output, states q0 , q2 , q3 , q6 are labeled as the anomalous state output.
f [1]?
q0

q2
f [0]?

f [0]?

f [1]?
f [1]?
q1

q4
f [0]?

f [0]?

f [1]?
f [1]?
q3

q6
f [0]?

Figure 4.8: Central Track Automaton (P1 = P2 )
Figure 4.9 shows the central track automaton in a larger system configuration in which
a target is tracked by 3 sensors, which are asynchronous with ϕ = P/3, having
the same report generation periods, P , and the worst case communication delay for
all sensors is . In this configuration there are three task automata Aτ (0, 0, 0, P, P ),
Aτ (1, P/3, 0, P, P ), and Aτ (2, 2P/3, 0, P, P ). The central track automaton consists
of 15 abstract states, Q = {q0 , q1 , ..., q14 }, where q0 is the initial state. The finite set
of transition actions is {f [0], f [1], f [2]}. While the states q1 , q2 , q3 are labeled as the
conformable state output, all other states are labeled as the anomalous state output.
Central tracks, which are estimations of the state of a tracked target, effects the behavior of a MSDF system. However, target state and estimations have very large or
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Figure 4.9: Central Track Automaton (P1 = P2 = P3 )
infinite data domains, and OOST problem causes additional expansion in the central
track data domain by increasing the error in the central track estimation. Therefore,
modeling local and central tracks with an abstraction by taking the OOST problem
into account is necessary to apply model checking. The presented abstraction method
is applied to represent the central tracks with abstraction in the system model. The increase in the estimation error because of OOST problem is addressed as degradation
in the usefulness of central track estimation. The distributed sensor deployment is
modeled as concurrent tasks automata, in which the communication delays between
sensors and supervisory controller are represented with release time offset and jitter
properties. Two different system configurations with varying number of sensors are
inspected in the case study. The sensors are configured as having the same period
and different release time offset to obtain most complex configuration. Abstraction of
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the central track in the first configuration with 2 sensors results in an abstract central
track automaton with 6 states and 10 transitions. Abstraction of the central track in
the second configuration with 3 sensors results in an abstract central track automaton with 15 states and 29 transitions. The number of states and transitions in the
abstract central track automata shows that the presented abstraction method enables
enables to modeling the central track with finite states and transitions by preserving
the representation of increase in the estimation error.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In this study we have presented a data abstraction method for infinite domain data
produced by a set of concurrent, asynchronous and periodic tasks collectively in a
real time system. We developed the presented method according to two research
questions:

1. Determination of an abstract set of data values;
2. Constructing a mapping between concrete data values and the determined abstract data set, preserving model characteristics for model checking.

The first question has been answered in terms of the real time properties of the task
set, and a finite abstract data domain has been identified with respect to the usefulness
of the computational result. The concrete data domain is abstracted according to the
degradation in the usefulness of result. The abstract data domain contains two data
values, which represent whether the usefulness is degraded or not.
To answer the second question, the concurrency and asynchrony in the real time system under consideration are investigated and sequentialization of the execution of
concurrent tasks in the task set are identified by taking the asynchrony into account.
According to the sequentialization of concurrency, rules to derive all possible input
data process sequences in the task set are derived. Characteristics of the common operation of the task set, which cause degradation in usefulness of computational results
when out of sequence input data is processed, and eliminates that degradation when
in sequence input data is processed, have been formally defined. According to the
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input data process sequences and functional operation characteristics, mapping rules
of concrete data values to abstract data values have been formulated and the finiteness
of the domain of abstract data values has been proved.
In agreement with the definition of the abstract data domain and the data abstraction
mapping, an algorithm has been developed to construct that mapping. The algorithm
constructs a labeled abstract data automaton according to the defined system properties.
To evaluate the contributions of this study, a case study has been conducted. In the
case study, a multi sensor track to track data fusion system, which contains rich data,
has been investigated and formal finite state models of data abstraction have been
presented for two different system configurations.
Below, we summarize the contributions and limitations of this research, derive conclusions from the study and suggest future research directions based on the findings.

5.1

Contributions

The main contribution of this study is a data abstraction method that enables formal
modeling of infinite domain data which has been produced by a periodic, concurrent
and asynchronous task set. In this respect the formal definitions of the dependencies on the temporal behavior of the system, and proofs about the finiteness of the
abstraction mapping have been presented.
Moreover, proposed data abstraction method contributes to avoiding the state explosion problem [15] even if the domain is finite, in two ways: State explosion problem
refers to the enormous increase in the population of the global state space of a system model and is a serious drawback of model checking. The main reason for the
state explosion problem is concurrency and asynchrony in the system model. The
first contribution of the present study to the reduction of the state explosion problem
is achieved by reducing the number of global states by bounding the concrete data
domain using abstraction. The second contribution is achieved by representing the
asynchronous communication channels of a distribution system with a set of task au42

tomata. Modeling asynchronous communication channels increases the number of
global states in the system model, because it requires modeling additional queues
and clocks to represent delays in asynchronous communication. Task automata uses
release time offset and jitter to represent asynchronous communication properties.
Finally, a practical but rather valuable contribution is that specification of abstract
data with finite state automata enables using model checking tools that do not allow
variables to specify data.

5.2

Limitations and Future Work

The presented abstraction method is suitable for real time systems in which a computational result is produced by periodic tasks. The abstraction of computational result
data produced by aperiodic and sporadic tasks are not handled in this study.
Also, the operation common to all members of the task set has to have mechanisms to
cope with out of sequence data processing. In this study, we deal with the operations
that eliminate the degradation in usefulness when in sequence data is processed to
enable finiteness in the abstraction mapping. Other types of mechanisms are out of
the scope of this study. As the short term future work, this research can be enriched
with developing a mapping method for other types of mechanisms.
Furthermore, even if the presented abstraction method contributes to tackling the state
explosion problem, it still remains vulnerable to it. The increasing number of tasks in
the task set possibly cause higher levels of interleaving between task executions, and
possible input data process sequences. Hence, the number of global states increases
exponentially with the increasing number of tasks in the task set. The case study
carried out in Chapter 4 exposes this situation with the two system configurations
with different numbers of tasks. Developing architectural system design patterns to
bound the asynchronous data interactions to reduce the state space and the system
complexity in the system behavior might be performed as another future work.
Currently we are able to abstract the concrete data domain of computational result
with a binary abstract data domain; that represent whether the usefulness is degraded
43

or not.
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APPENDIX A

DATA ABSTRACTION ALGORITHM PROCEDURES

Procedure 1: FindExaminationTimeWindow
ArgumentIn: Task Set T = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τN }
Return: Examination Time Window ∆E
HyperP eriod = LCM ({Pi }N
i=1 );
∆E = 2 × HyperP eriod;
return ∆E;
Procedure 2: CreateLocalDataEntityDomain
ArgumentIn: Task Set T = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τN }
ArgumentIn: Examination Time Window ∆E
Return: Domain L∆E
ID = 0;
for i : 1 to N do
t = τi .φ;
while t is in ∆E do
L∆E .add(l(ID, τi .I, t));
ID + +;
t + = τi .P ;
end
end
return L∆E ;
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Procedure 3: CreateState
ArgumentIn: Process Graph node n
Return: State state
Data: Set of Input Data Entities L< (l) and L> (l)
State state = State(stateId, null, 0, null);
if n.ς(k) 6= null then
state.ς(k) = n.ς(k);
N = state.ς(k).size;
N −1
(k) = Lς(k) (k) − n.l;
Lς(k)

foreach element l of L∆E do
if l.t < n.l.t then
L< (n.l).add(l);
end
if l.t > n.l.t then
L> (n.l).add(l);
end
end
N −1
N −1
if Lς(k)
(k) ⊃ L< (n.l) & Lς(k)
(k) ∩ L> (n.l) = ∅ then

state.output = α;
else
state.output = ε;
end
end
return state;
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Procedure 4: CreateProcessGraph
ArgumentInOut: Reference Node ref N ode
ArgumentIn: Domain L∆E
Data: Lς(k) (k) and Successor Input Data Entity Set S
foreach element l of L∆E do
if l ∈
/ ref N ode.ς(k) then
Lς(k) (k).add(l);
end
end
if Lς(k) (k).size > 0 then
lmin = min(Lς(k) (k));
S.add(lmin );
foreach element l of set Lς(k) (k) except lmin do
if (l.t < lmin .t)&(l.t + l.P > lmin .t) then
S.add(l);
end
if (l.t ≥ lmin .t)&(lmin .t + lmin .P > l.t) then
S.add(l);
end
end
end
foreach element l of set S do
if ∀node ∈ Ref N ode.children; l.ID 6= childN ode.l.ID then
childN ode = new N ode(nodeID, ref N ode.ς(k).l, l, null));
ref N ode.setChild(childN ode);
end
end
if ref N ode.Children.size > 0 then
foreach node element of ref N ode.Children do
CreateProcessGraph(node, L∆E );
end
end
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Procedure 5: CreateStateSpace creates the state space
ArgumentInOut: StateSpace Sp
ArgumentIn: Reference State refState
ArgumentIn: Process Graph node n
foreach element chNode of n.children do
State state = CreateState(chN ode);
State eqState =
FindEquivalentStateInStateSpace(Sp, state);
if eqState == null then
ref State.P ost.add(new SuccState(chN ode.l, state));
S.add(state);
stateId + +;
CreateStateSpace(Sp, state, chN ode);
else
ref State.P ost.add(new SuccState(chN ode.l, eqState));
end
end
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Procedure 6: FindEquivalentStateInStateSpace creates the state space
ArgumentIn: StateSpace Sp
ArgumentIn: State state
Return: State eqState
eqState = null;
bool EqStateExists;
foreach element st of Sp do
foreach element succState of state.Post do
EqStateExists = f alse;
foreach element succSt of st.Post do
if succState.l.T askID = succSt.l.T askID then
if succState.state.output = succSt.state.output then
EqStateExists = true;
break;
end
end
end
if EqStateExists == f alse then
break;
end
end
if EqStateExists == true then
eqState = st;
break;
end
end
return eqState;
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Procedure 7: CreateFiniteStateAutomaton
ArgumentIn: Initial State initState
ArgumentIn: StateSpace Sp
Return: Finite State Automaton (Σ, Λ, Q, q0 , δ, λ)
q0 = initState.stateId;
foreach element τ of task set T do
Σ.add(τ.ID);
end
Λ = {α, ε};
foreach State state element of StateSpace S do
Q.add(state.stateId);
λ.add(new λ(state.stateId → state.output);
foreach next state nextState element of State state do
δ.add(new δ((state.stateId, SuccState.l.T askID) →
SuccState.state.stateId));
end
end
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